Playground with Concrete and Playpad 5
054SG Playsafe 50 Turf System
139SG Playsafe 40 Turf System

concrete curb

nailer board (pressure treated or composite)

1" - 2" galvanized nail

concrete screw

Playpad 5 6' - 8' critical fall

1-2 lbs. envirofill colored sand

(turf blade)

(turf thatch)

sand infill 2-4 lbs. (optional) turf chiller

sub-base

(optional) fines / 1/4" minus 1"-2" depth 95% compaction

1 1/2" to dust 3"-4" depth (crusher run) 95% compaction

optional)

fines / 1/4" minus 1"-2" depth 95% compaction

geo textile

95% compaction